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In this lesson, you will learn about different kinds of shapes 
and colors. Students will be able to identify the words and 
do some matching exercises.

They will learn grammar like: What shape is it?  What 
shapes are these? This is a _____________.  
                               It is ____________
                               These are ____________. 
                               They are ________.

Introductions



      Fun With
      Shapes!
                  
              Learn Colors



Learning Objectives

Objectives
● To learn vocabulary and sentences 

of this unit.
● Learn to ask questions.
● Color and shapes

Language:   shapes

-a triangle, a square, a circle, an -oval, a star, a 
heart, a diamond

What shape is this?___________

● It’s a ________________.
● How many ___________?
● There are _____________.

-



   Song: Itsy Bitsy Spider

What color are the rectangles

Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed
       Up the water spout.

Down came the rain and
washed the spider out.

Out came the sunshine and 
Dried up all the rain. So,

The Itsy Spider climbed 
       Up the spout again.

      



What color are the triangles?

They are _________ and _______________



Square / triangle  circle/happy face

What color 
are these 
shapes?

     VOCABULARY

They are  _________________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

Can you 
name the 
shapes 
and 
colors?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What 
color are 
the 
circles?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What color 
are the 
diamonds?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What 
color are 
the 
hearts?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What 
color are 
the 
squares?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What 
color are 
the 
ovals?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What color 
are the 
rectangles?

They are  ______________.



     Name the shapes and  their  colors.

What 
color are 
the 
triangles?

They are  ______________.



    What color are the stars?

They are __________________ .

What color 
are the 
stars?



What color are the hearts?

They are __________ and_________  hearts.

What 
color are 
these 
shapes?



They are____________

                 Question

What color 
are these 
shapes?



         Question

They are  _________________

What color 
are these 
shapes?



         Question

They are  _________________.

What color 
are these 
shapes?



What color 
are these 
shapes

They are  __________________.



                  Question

What 
color are 
these 
shapes?

They are  _________.



         Question

What color 
are these 
shapes?

They are  _________.



         Wrap up 

You have reached the end of these slides. I hope you learned to speak actively and 
fluently? Practice again and move on to our next lessons and 

Keep on learning, and that is the key to proficiency. Don’t forget to ask questions to your 
consultant if any.

Feel free to leave your comment 

Signed

Bob King
TESOL Expert



Bob King    
          Tesol Expert / LCCIEB             
Educational Consultant : IELTS /TOEIC  
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                                  The End

                                       Thank You. 
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